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Abstract: Stamps designed and commissioned by Douglas Sandler to honor slain San Francisco supervisor, Harvey Milk and printed in 2012 by a company in Auckland, New Zealand. Sandler commissioned his own private stamps to create an interest in stamp collecting and the causes he supported.
Biographical Note
Douglas Sandler was born in New York, New York. He graduated from Parkview High School in Lilburn, Georgia. He went on to Gulf Coast Community College, Panama City, Florida, where he graduated with associates degrees in 2010 and in 2012.
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Scope and Contents
The collection consists of three sheets of ten stamps designed and commissioned by Douglas Sandler to honor slain San Francisco supervisor, Harvey Milk. The stamps were printed by a company in Auckland, New Zealand. The collection also contains a first day cover from Sandler's "Panama City Private Local Post" cancelled November 27, 2012.
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